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Broadening perceptions of volunteering through
digital engagement
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Volunteering – but not as
we know it
In order to succeed, volunteering must find a space in today’s
smartphone-social-media savvy society.
It must be:
- Quick
- Simple
- Convenient
- Modern
- Flexible
Through digital engagement you
can connect new audiences to
your organisation and inspire
others.
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Where to begin?
Establishing your volunteering initiative
What are your goals? E.g.

-

Get more long-term supporters
To engage younger volunteers
To enlarge your target audiences
Get more signups to your newsletter
To raise money
Fill roles/recruit extra help
Get more visitors

Review your current opportunities

-

Are your offers helping to meet your
goals?
What are you getting from your current
opportunities?
What is needed to move forward?
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Establish your plan

-

Organise a step by step programme to
implement new ideas in a manageable way.
Centre these steps around your goals.

E.g. Engaging younger volunteers:
- Use social media to reach out to potential
supporters
- Target adverts and posts based on relevant
interests and age ranges
- Create a simple and convenient way to
capture data
- Make offers that are attractive to younger
volunteers
- Highlight the aspects of the roles that
benefit them

A new approach
Working with VolunteerMakers, we split our volunteering ‘challenges’ into
sections:
Just a Minute
-

Follow HorseWorld on social media
Share a Facebook post
Sign up to AmazonSmile

An Hour or Two
-

Bake a cake for our Open Day cake sale
Knit or crochet donkeys for us to sell
Paint horse shoes for Discovery courses

Corporate Challenges
-

Paint our stable block
Paint our arena fencing
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Give A Day

-

Organise an afternoon tea
Spruce up our In Memorium boards

Regular Help
-

Become a Discovery volunteer
eBay volunteer
Data input volunteer
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Make an impact
- Establish an online social presence
- Encourage public participation
- Engage with your followers
- Encourage social sharing
- Follow a marketing strategy
- Look at what others are doing
HorseWorld’s approach

-

Sent direct emails to staff and current volunteers and scheduled catch up emails
Sent mass emails via MailChimp to all active supporters
Printed material with HorseWorld Heroes on for goody bags, display in reception and in postal
mailings
Asked all staff to add an email footer banner linking to HorseWorld Heroes
Updated all social media cover photos and pinned posts to show HorseWorld Heroes
Ran sponsored and boosted social media posts targeted to specific audiences
Regularly added new challenges (volunteers get automatic notifications when a challenge is added)
Posted on social media regularly and shared posts relating to HorseWorld Heroes
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Going forward
Keep up your digital engagement!
It’s so easy once the set up and hype of initiating a new system is
over to become lazy – in order to retain and keep recruiting new
volunteers, you must stay present in their feeds – be that on social
media, by email or by post.
This new digital non-committal approach to volunteering (or microvolunteering means you can be easily overtaken by more relevant
information if you don’t keep up a presence– don’t let this happen!
Managing VolunteerMakers and digital engagement doesn’t take a
lot of time – you can dedicate 30 minutes a day to successfully
running the platform and keep in touch with all of your volunteers
without prioritising it over your other responsibilities.
Please check out our website for ideas and inspiration:
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Good Luck!

Thank you for listening
Any questions?

Please don’t hesitate to contact:
sofia.carosi@horseworld.org.uk

Please follow us on social media!
@HorseWorldTrust
Facebook | Instagram | Twitter
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